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AN APPRAISAL OF ECONOMIC INFORMATION
PUBLI&ijD BY SELECTED COLLEGES

FOR AGRICULTURAL READERS

INTRODUCT I ON

Economics is difficult for the average person to

understand. It has earned a reputation as a hard subject.

Yet it is of such basic importance that understanding can
not be left to the professional economis

needs to know.

Economies has been defined

The public

the study of making a

living. Al]. economists will not accept this as a complete

definition, but it suggests a subject that few persons can
afford to ignore.

From the beginning of time, men have been urgently
interested in the things that affect their ability to make

living. They have watched society advance and the job of
oduein,g and distributing wealth become more complex.

when faced with a complex aituatin, men usually seek

her to Runderatandfl or "escape". Published economic

nformation for agriculture probably fits this pattern.
t is current opinion that many farmers do not understand

because some economists have lost sight of their objectives
in writing.

Relatively few years ago, there was littl, or no
economic information. By now the problem of availability

has largely disappeared, but information is ineffective
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andmay have undesirable consequences when it is not under- 
stood by the public it seeks to serve. 1uch economic in- 

ormation for agricultural readers has been critioied from 

this standpoint. No matter bow reliable it may be, it is 
of little practical value unless it is road a properly 

interpreted by the iitorided reader. 
The economist-writer bears a responsibility beyond 

hat of merely making the information available. Re needs 

to make it palatable so that people will want to read it. 
He must also make it clear so that it will be understood. 

But it should be noted that economic writing is not easy. 
It deals with ever-changing forces and. conditions which 

complicate the writing job. 
Despite its importance to agriculture, economic writ- 

ing has been largely ignored by the journalist whose tech- 
niques must be employed in successfully completing the 

information job of the economist. 

This study was undertaken to appraise economic infor- 
mation using journalistic techniques and standards. 

College agricultural economists are a particularly 
important link in the chain of economic information to 
farmers. Their writing receives considerable oritici&n 

from the groups they serve. 
Few facts to back these general criticisms have been 

presented by those criticizing. No known studies have been 

made on readability of economic writing. This appraisal 



seeks to approach the problem from the readability stand
point on the grounds that unless writIng 13 reasonably easy
to read, the value of the information is restricted.

Land grsnt college publications were chosen at random
to provide a sample of economic writing. A standard read-
ability formula was applied to provide necessary data for
evaluation. A practical test of readability principles
applied to economic writing gave additional data from
which conclusions could be drawn.



CHAPTER 1

ECONOMIC INFORMATION SERVES AGRICULTIJR3

Economic Information as we know it today was unhear4
of little more than a quarter of a century ago. Tremendous
gains have been recorded In the last three decades More

and more ag1cultuz'al readers have gained access to the
economic facts necessary to organiZe and operate their farm
bueina enterprises auccesafufly.

This growth was accompanied by development of both
private and public agencies designed to meet the need for
information. A constant flow of data is now available to
interested readers covering economic research, marketing
and outlook, the farm business, and other economic subjects
pertaining to agricultuj'e.

With minor exceptions, the supply of economic informa-
tion available to agricultural readers I adequate.
Apparently agricultural economists provide plenty of facts.
Row well these facts are read and understood is undeter.'
mined.

Need for Economic Information

No segment of modern society has a more vital need fox
understanding economic ph.nomena and principles than agr
culture. Every fax'xner is a buainesamsxi io must deal
regularly wi th the changing economic forces that shape his



destiny. 
Many farmers end others in occupations related to 

agriculture are willing recipients of economic information. 
They recognize their need for facts to help them organize 

their businesses, make current production and marketing 

decisions, and plan for the future. 
Agriculture is oompo8ed of nearly six million opera- 

tors, many of them small, but each seeking to accomplish 

desired objectives with available resources. conomie 

facts are essential to successful sttainnent of this goal. 

Individual farmers lack both time and inclination to 

a thorough study of economic conditions. Even if they 
had both, they would still lack the necessary training to 

interpret the developments. Consequently, they must turn 
to thoae equipped to do the job for them. 

Farming was once relatively simple. It was largely a 
self-sufficient proposition and farmers produced for a 

stricted market. Advances in technology have changed 

1 this, and with it the need for information. Technology 

has brought more efficiency to agriculture, but it has made 

farming a nore complex business. 

In the process, the farmer has learned to rely on 

ra for help in effectively organizing and planning his 
activities. Instead of limiting himself to the local 
situation, the modern farmer realizes be needs to know what 

is happening at distant points. 



He understands that the forces which shape the
economic situation nationally and. intenationally exert a
very real influence on his peonal business. Be knowe
that competition requires better management arid that Intel-
ligent planning is ba8ed on reliable information.

Economic Information, in its various forms, helps
onalize the farmer'e thinking and acting (U, p.363
ead of losing ground with declining farm numbers,

ec on cm Information has become even more important.
It would be hard to find a farmer who does not believe
public agencies should ipply fax'inez's with the infor-

mation they need in order to plan their farm busineesea and
do their buying, selling, and borrowing moat effectively.

The need for economic information is therefore unques-

tioned. Such facts have become a recognized force for
better and more efficient farming. This means that society
as a whole benefits because all aeents of society have a
stake in the future of the Industry that produces food and
fiber.

Development or Agricultural EconomicInforiatjon in the United States

toricsUy, economIc information for farmers is
ly new. Although it won the attention of a few

armere and government leaders as early as the e
sibteenth century, little was accomplished until 1882.
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Even this was only a beginning. Major advances were

come until the first half of the twentieth century.

Appropriately, it was a farmer-president who first

considered collection and dissemination of economic facta a

worth while aim. George Washington rocoiended to Congress

in 1796 that it consider ways and means of collecting and

diffusing agricultural information (2, p.78).

Forti-three years after Washington's initial sugges-

tion, Congress recognized the farmer with an appropriation

of l,OOO ttfor the collection of agricultural statistics

and for other purposo&t.

In 1862, when Congress was considering the establish-

ment of a Department of Agriculture, as recommended by

President Abraham Lincoln, the arguments included the need

for disaemination of economic information (3, p.1690).

These congressmen argued, with plity of opposition,

for gathering and disseminating statistics "to bold do

rumors, atop fluctuations of prices, and keep farmers from

rig duped through rumors".

beginning was made toward collecting statistics

related to agriculture when the Department of Agriculture

was established in 1862. In 1863 the crop correspondent
system was organized. Monthly and bi-nmontbly reports on

crop conditions were published. Regular reports on crop

conditions, aoreae, yield per acre, and Iz'oduetion of

important crops and liveetek were begun in 1866. By 1908



there were monthly price reports being issued.
But even with these facts available, there were few

npta to interpret and expand upon them for the farmer.
A strong foundation for economic information adapted

r farmers was laid when the Bureau of Agricultural
EcOnomics was formed in 1922. In part, this was a product
of the dreary farm situation in the early 1920 'a.

Lfter nearly twenty years of relative prosperity,
armers suddenly found themselves facing an economic crisis.

The genera). price level was high, but farm prices had
settled back from a wartime peak and farmers were being

squeezed by an unfavorable relationship between the prices
they paid and the prices they received. Added distress wts

caused by the high interest and principal payments result-
ing from the 1919 1d boom. .Larmez's tried to combat the

unfavorable price-coat situation by boosting production.
Up to this time, farm programs had been designed to

grow two blades of grass where one had grown before But

in learning the lesson of production efficiency, farmers
made an old problem more severe that of keeping supply
in line wi th demand.

Faced with economic adversity, farm people began to

more about economic conditions. They wondered what

heir prices. They took more interest in farm manage-

ment and marketing. They looked more and more toward land

grant institutions and federal agencies for economic facts



upon which they could bass their decisions. These sources

responded and the period marked the beginning or serious

effort to interpret economic facts for the farmer and ge
them to him in a form he eould understand.

In succeeding years, maotiinery for disseminating
economic information was greatly expanded. Farm papers,

magazines, and private agencies joined government bureaus

and land grant sohool8 in placing more emphasis on inter.
piretation of economic facts. Private agencies began issu-
ing econo4c data. and research in agricultural economics
was stepped up. Today, hundreds of irregular and regular
publications are published to help keep agricultural
readers abreast of eóonomie developments.

jar Divisions of Economic Information

For working purposes, economic information prepared

and written for agriculture can be divided into three g.n-
divisions. These include reports on economic re-

arch, market situation and outlook, d genera]. economic

problems. Each plays an important role in keeping farmers
appraised of the economic situation and its possible effect
on him.

In many instances, specific pieces of economic writing
overlap the above categories. Outlook information may be
based largely on research. Articles on general economic
conditions may touch on most any division of subject



ter. Numerous other oases could be cited, but over-
lapping is not important. The sole purpose for elassif tea-
tion is to provide a basis for describing the general range
of economic information available to agrIcultural readers.

Reports of Research

Economic research is a tremendous force for the im-'
provement of farming and the rural way of life. But unless

results of research are made avatlale to the public, no
developments are of little practical value. These reports

to the public comprise one division of the total supply of
published economic information.

Economlo research for agriculture is conducted by the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture and by land grant colleges.
Research outside these agencies ta of minor importance.

Problems of regional, national, and international
scope are treated by the B.A.E. State colleges usually
deal with local conditions.

Reports of economic research generally appear in
bulletin or circular form, Subject matter i as varied
the economic difficulties confronting agriculture.

Such facts, collected and analyzed by trained econ-
omists, are valuable tools for planning adjustments in

on, distribution, or utilization of agricultural
products. They form a siifioant part of the total



supply of economic information available to agricultural
readers.

Situation and Outlook Information

Market situation and outlook information is the
foundation for many current decisions and future plans.
Generally it includes the type of information upon hieh
action may be taken.

Since most of the day-by-day economic reporting falls

into this category, market date. probably rates a the moat

popular type of economic information. This is true simply
because people are more interested in the present than
past or future.

?isrket news reports ssued reguiarl- by the Bureau
of Agricultural ]canomics. Same land grant colleges pub-
lish state market reports. Nearly every newspaper, nag-

azine, and radio station carries some mention of the market
situation.

utlook, though not so popular as market news,
goes out through much the same channels. Basically, out-
look is but a continuation of market situation reports.
It looks at the future in the light of past and iresent
developments.. As a result, the line separating the two
types of information is not definite.

Regular outlook and situation reports are among the
major economic publications issued by land grant colleges.



National and international outlook is handled through th
Bureau o Agricultural 1conomios.

General Economic Information

General economic information includes both current ax4
non-current reports which do not qualify as research or
market situation end outlook. Essentially, it takes in
economic writing desied to give the public a better un-
derstanding of economic forces.

Some economists believe education in fundamental

economic principles to be the first step in a sound infor-
mation program. They maintain that understanding of all
economic information rests on a basic knowledge of
principles.

Recognizing that general economic information is just
as important as specific facts on markets, outlook, or
research, some land grant institutions have increased their
output of this type of information.

V. B. Hart (16, p.72) once contended that a greater
need existed for supplying farmers with farm management

information of a general nature than for any other type.
He pointed out that sone lags in adjustment of farming
practices to changes in eoonomic conditions were not due
to the faot that farmers were poor business managers. It
is more likely, be stated, that such lags were due to lack
of information.



might have been true several yuare ago *en Uart
made his statement, but it is not the ease today. Farmers

now have access to a wide variety of general economic in-
formation, including farm management facts.

of Economic Informa
for Agriculture

Most economic information originates with professional
economists working for the federal government, land-grant

colleges, or private fact-collection agencies.
Economic information gets to the public through two

major channels - the written and the spoken word.
Government publications, land grant college publica-

tione, private agency publications, newspapers, farm mag-
azines, trade journals, nd personal correspondence all
fall under the category of the written word.

Personal contacts, meetings, radio, and television
belong under the medium of the spoken word.

Obviously, both general categories are imptant in
the over-all picture of economic information. The ideal
approach, of course, is individual personal contact. If
an economist could sit down with a farmer and talk over a
problem, good understanding and decisive action usually
would result. Such individual personal contact is Ia-
possible, leaving mass circulatIon of information as th
next best approach.
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Newspapers and. radio, with speed of transmission and a

broad audience, are most effective for the disseininatio of

timely economic facts. Newspapers have the advantage of

reference over radio, but rt4io has a more personal
approach. Television relies az'ongly on tbe personal touch
and the advantage of seeing plus hearing for more canplete
understanding.

Farm magazines, trade journals, and other non-govern-

ment or institutional publications are excellent media for
making the facts available to the public. They are usually
less timely than newspapers and radio and often serve
merely as the transmitting medium for' the work of govern-
ment or college economists.

Federal government publications, prLnsrily those of
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, may be classed with
land-grant college publioatons. Both are of the public
service type.

These publications are at a disadvantage in distribu-
'ox' they reach only a fraction of their potential

audience, But they do enjoy certain advantages, including
a reputation for being impartial and unbiased.

Land-grant colleges of the nation provide much of the
ocalized economic information for farmers. It is with

this segment of the Over-all picture that the study is
concerned.

In planning an appraisal of economic information



published by laud grant institutions, it was recognized
that a multitude of approaches could be wade. So many

factors enter into the collection and distribution of
economic facts that the value of the study ootld be dimin-
ished by allowing it to become too general.

This is a report, therefore, on just one part of the
over-all inrorniation pz,00esa -- the writing phase. FolloW

ing chapters constitute an appraisal of writing effective-
ness based on readability of certain types of land-grant
college economic publications written for agricultural
readers.



Few persons acquainted with eoonomio subject mattei' 

wi].]. deny that apecta]. problems are encountered by the 

economist who attempts to interpret economics for the gen- 
eral public. Some of the complications are inherent in the 

subject matter. They can only o n1njmized. Others are 
products of the writers themselves. They can be eliminathd. 

Proceeding on the assumption that writing fox' the 
public is an important function of the college agricultural 

economist, It was considered worth while to point Oui some 

of the difficulties peculiar' to economic writing. A number 

of professional economists were interviewed to obtain back- 

ground material for this chapter. The author's observa- 
tions of economic writing techniques provide additional 
basis for discussion. 

Conditions Complicating the 
Economist's Writing Job 

Subject Matter May Be Inteng$4e 

One of the first obstacles in the patti of an 
economist-writer is the general nature of the subject 

matter itb which he must deal. It has been pointed out 
that economics has earned a reputation as a hard subject. 

There is definite basis for such a reputation. 

CHAPTER II 

PROBLEMS OF AN ECONOMIST-WRITER 
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In the first place, an economist faced with the task
of explaining an economic principle to a lay audience finds
he is often dealing with intangibles. The effects of a
specific change in the economy may be very real indeed, but
to explain those effects in tangible terms requires more
than a minimum of thought and effort For example, it is
no easy job to find a simple illustration of the effect of
a change in the discount rate by the Federal Reserve
System. As a result, it frequently becomes difficult for
the economist to get his "writing teeth" into tha ubjeet
matter. He may be induced to take the easy way out and

deal with the problem in a technical manner.

Lack of Public Economic Education

ducation in economic principles is lacking a tar as
average reader is concerned, reported one seonomist.

;tle economics is taught in high schools d none in
grade schools. With most readers falling in these educa-
tional categories, the problem of making economics under-
standable is multiplied.

This situation aggravates the normal difficulties en-
countered by the technical writer in trying to make
subject understandable. As long as the general public dosi
not comprehend the relative importance of factors influenc-
ing the economic situation, the writing task of the
economist will remain oomplicated.



Behavior is Unpredictable

Some people argue that economics is not a science

because it deals with human behavior which cannot be

curately predicted. Any econom.tst who has tried to pro-
e actions of humans as they affect supply and

demand is aware of the pitfalls in such predictions.
As one economist put it, chances are that no matter

what the 1ogioal course may be, people will not follow it.
L. M. Fraser (12, p.vii) has pointed out the human

faetore involved. He states: "For economics, unlike

physics or biology, is a study of human behavior. ft in-
vestigates the actions and experiences of men in the
market-place and the factory, and it will in the end be
Judged by its success in explaining theBeus

Many Daanic Forces Involved

Unlike most other technical fields, economies deals
with dynamic forces which may alter the effects of normal
influences on a situation. For example, an unexpected

factor such as war may enter the picture to complicate the
ituation. When an economist explains the probable results

normal influences on agricultural prices he must always
aware of tbs pcssibi1ity of unexpected factors moving in
hange the outlook. As a result, he considers every

angle and his writing becomes more complex and difficult to



follow in the process.
Add. to this the fact that the economist probably never

faced wiLi tao sno situation twice, Lhe problems of
explanation are magnified. Economics deals with the prob-
loin of time more than most sciences. Tho economy cannot be

induoed to "bold still" while the economist explains what
Is happening. Before his writing reachee the reader, new
forces may have altered the entire situation.

stical Data are Essential

St.atiatioal or numerical data are a necessary part of
the economist's writing equipment. ?tuch of his work can be
explained only through numerical comparisons.

Statistics p1) may be defined as the collection,
presentation, analysis, and interpretation of numerical
data. This is almost a daily task for the average
economist.

He is necessarily interested In statistical data and
statistical methods because they are indispensable aids in
his understanding of economic problems. oonomic science

is concerned with the oduction and distribution of wealth
and with all the characteristics and peculiarities of the
complicated human and physical organization by which wealth

is made available for consumption and for use in further
production of wealth. The problems or the economist un-
avoidably involve numerical magnitudes - such as output
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of wheat, iron, clothing, volume of exports, wages, prices,
profits, bazi deposits which az's subject to variation
from time to time or between places or among particular
cases C6 p.3).

But figures and etatisticalmanipulations are corifus-
ing to the general public. Thus, the economist is faced
with the problem or stating results of statistical tech-
niques so that they can be understood without losing tb8
value of the statistical method. The conflict that results
is one cause of d.iffoult1 in economic writing.

Writing Training

Aside from all technical difficulties, perhaps the
moat important factor complicating the economist's writing
is the general lack of training in writing techniques among
professional eoonomists. There is good reason to believe
that training in writing should be an integral part of
education in economics. Existing writing in the field is
ample evidence.

Attitudes of Economist3
Toward Writing

A major role in determining the approach to economics
ing is played by personal attitudes of economists

erd the job of writing. Since human behavior is in-

vc4ved, strict classification of attitudes is impossible.



A few are generally prevalent. These include the ideas
that writing is a secondary duty, that writing is only a
tool to increase professional standing, and that simple
writing is not expected of the technical man.

Writing as a ___nthiry Duty

Too often economists aid other technically tra!ned men
adopt the attitude that writing is merely to be tolerated
as a necessary evil. It is frequently a dreaded task and
consequently is avoided as long as possible. This, of
course, is a direct throwback to the general lack of train-
ing in writing techniques which makes writing a burden.

Such an attitude is harmful to the over-all effective-
ness of the economist in accomplishing his job. Writing

certainly cannot be characterized as the major function of
an economist, but it obviously is a necessary pert of his
duties. His knowledge aid training is of little value
unless it is communicated to others.

Writing as a Tool for Professional Advancement

Much can be said about the endency of economists and

21

other technical personnel to use writing strictly as a tool
for gaining professional recognition, rather than for corn-

munioatirg ideas to others. While not improper, such an

titudo toward writing should be limited in its applica-
on. It is often said that there is a time and place for
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everything. This is tr.te of writing for rofeseional
recognition.

$ome writing should be strictly technical in nature.
It should be designed for reading by other economists.
When the technical approach is carried over into writing
aimed at the general public, the effects are negative.

The key to the 'oblem lies in a simple miscalculation
of the reading audience. Writing everything for the azn
general audience is no different from serving the same food

to a l&x'ge group of people. Neither can be expected to
isfy the entire group.

Economists are inclined to follow the basic human urge
to use the language of their profession. They usually
nIS.nD5 t tS1 izi lamans terms on moat other subjects,
but when the discussion turns to economies they revert to
technical ezpressiona.

The habit of 'speaking pofesaionally probably is
med by trying to write for persons whose attention is

ant in gaining a professional reputation. The habit
fiou].t to breali once the pattern is established, even

though the need no longer exists. Au a result, the tech-
nical approach may cloud the fuil range of writing
attempted.



!a. Ezeo ted of
Teehnical. Personnel

An 0 statistician once romaried, give 'e
the figger$ and then I'm done" (3]., p.309). It ia safe to
say that most modern economists don't take quite this atti-
tude, but the tendency is to consider interpretation for
the average reader eoiaeone else's worry. In other words,
8cne e co mcmi eta e.r a convinced that 3irnpl3 WIi ting is no t

ezpected of than because they are highly trained technical
personnel.

Unless someone is available to translate difficult
economic expressions into terms that the masses can undsi'-
stand, this i not a valid stand. Most economists do not
have the services of a person who can dD their translating
for them.

Basic Confliots Between Popular
and Technical Approach

Conflicts between popular and technical presentation
of economic information are basic in nature. In fact, they
are 80 fundamental that it is doubtful that they can ever
be completely resolved.

Although many could be menttoned, the standout Drob-

lema are the conflicts between generalization and qualiti-
cation, personalization and. lack of personalization, and
simplicity and complexity.



Generalization versus qualification

conomiats have discovered through experience

that to generalize indiscriminately concerning economic

developments may canse misunderstanding by readers. Others

have found that qualification of every statement d.oes not
et with reader approval. This is the most perplexing of
1 problems in economic writing.

The conflict of methods raises a difficult quest
it better to take the chance of misleading readers by

making positive statements, or should an attempt be made

to hedge on every statemeflt to protect 'ofeasional reputa-

tion while possibly confu rig the readers?

Economists who write regularly for the public have

learned that qualifications lead to involved writing.

This, in turn, leads to confusion in the mind of the reader

who responds by refusing to expend the study effort re-

quired to disentangle the meaning. Positive statements, on

the other hand, are easy to comprehend, but they are also
easy to mlsinter ret. Professionally, an economist cannot
consider intentionally leaving the slightest opportunity
f or misunderstanding. Yet, information that is riot read-

able is ineffective.
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Pereonalizatlon versus
k of Pex'sonalization

?eople like to read about people bettor than anything
else. This is the basis for encouraging more peraonalisa-
tiori in economic writing.

The "you end me" attitude of personal writing tech-
niques has been adopted by only a small percentage of
economists writing for the public. Thou' atccesa, however,
has been almost phenomenal.

The conflict, in this case, is not deep-seated. The

problem is merely in educating economist-writers to break
azay from traditionally impersonal writing and try the
human touch.

Most economic writing deals with human activiti
This makes personalization a relatively easy. job for the
writer who resolves to make the attempt.

Simplicity versus Coinpiexi

It has been pointed out that some economists tend to
Ito f' their o satisfaction, They try to impress

other economists rather than the majority of their reader's,
The result is technical complexity.

Simplicity is basic to understanding. Main issues
often are submerged in unnecessary detail because eoon-
oinista are unwilling to eliminate any of the facts. This

is especially serious when presenting information for the

2



average reader wiose reading time le limited.
Technical terms are valuable tools in explaining

economics to another economist, but they are out of plase
in popular presentation. Facts .re facts, but when they
are cloaked in obscure language, they tail to accomplish
their purpose.
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CHLPER

READ.BILITYz A TOOL FO IMPROVING ]CONOMIC WRITING

"Unless ye utter by the tongue speech
easy to be understood, how shall it be
known what is spoken? For ye will be
speaking into the air."

-I Corinthians, 14:9

Twenty centuries ago, men recognized the value of

traight talk in getting the point across to the listener.
ith a few minor changes, the wisdom of the old church

father who penned the above quotation oan be translated
into a good tezt for writers

"Unless ye write words easy to 'be understood, bow
shall it be known what is. written? For your writing will
not be reed."

Development and Application of
Readability Principles

New developments in agriculture eometie fail, not
because farmers don't take advice, but because they don't
understand the advice that is given (2, p 78). Part or the
failure to understand can be blaned on ineffective writing.

Readability ideas do not interfere with general writ-
ing obeotvea. When applied, readability principles
simply insure that the facts will be better understood by

re people.
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Writing is considered sri art. But when its purpose is
to inform, it becomes more nearly a science. The read-

ability formula developed by Dr. Rudolf Fleseli, &id used in

this appraisal, is a scientific approach to the problem of
ineffective writing.

Uetor of Readability

Over the sears, many scholars have tried to find ways
of measuring the effectiveness of writin; style with res-
pect to readability. lodorn methods of readability

measurement were unknown outside a limited group of educa-
tors as late as 1944.

Early readability formulas were too complicated.
Testers found it took longer to test for readability than
it did to compose the written passage. As a result they
were not used.

Later formulae showed that two.factor formulas based

on sentence length and word load were as reliable as the
more complicated types and much easier to use. One of

these was the Fleseb formula.

Most dictionaries define "readable" as "easy or in-
'eating to read". Robert Gunning, a readability special-

defines "readability" as "the science of clear state-
mentT it deals with the relationship between writing
style and ease of comprehension.

The aim of readability research has been to single out



those factors of writing style that can be measured and
find out to what degree each affects reading difficulty
(15, p.30).

Dr. Fleach is credited with .ving readability its
hardest push He published his first formula for the pre-
diction of readability in 1943. It was revised in 1948 to
correct weaknesses and make it simpler, He also separated
it into two divisions - reading ease and human interest.

lie was the first to attempt to measure readability of
writing directed at people with all levels of reading
ability. Previous work had been aimed mostly at children
and adults of limited abiLity (23, p.21).

Alberta S. Galineky (13, p.261), in 1948, made a
scientific appraisal of the Flesch formula. She concluded

that the Pleseb. formula is a highly valid index of road"
ability.

Part of. the popularity of the Flesch as tern is due to
its simplicity. The reading ease score is based on
sentence length and word complexity. Human interest score

is determined by personal words and personal sentences.

Limitatioa of Readability Formul

Like all good inventions, readability formulas can

result in harm if misused. They are handy statistical
tools for measuring complexi ty in prose. They are useful
in determining whether writing is keyed to the desired



audience. But they are not formulas for writing
(15, p.29).

Writing remains basically en art governed by many

principles. By no ueans san all factors which influence
interest or clarity be noaured objectively. There should

be a distinction between readability testing and read-
ability analysis (15, p.30). Testing consists of scoring
reading difficulty and interest by a formula. It deals
with style factors that can be measured. Analysis, on the
other hand, combines teatin; with judgment on principles
that cannot be measured by formula.

Dr. Fleach says o1 his own formula that it cannot it-
self produce a readable style. Several factors of read-
ability are not measured by his formula. They inclu!
clarity of expression and relationship of ideas witbip the
context.

Gray and Leery (14, p.14), In a systematic a 1 Of

11 factors bearing on readability, concluded that oontent,
format, organization and style are the major divisions.
Content was rated most inportant by librarians, publishers
and leaders in education. There is no formula for measur-
ing content. Style, the division covered by the F1esh
formula, was rated second in importance by the same group
or evaluators No attempt has been made to measure either
format or organization by formula.

These facts indIcate that the Ieach formula



valid basis for prodieting over-all readability, but should
limited to style in writing (18, p.348). t1)w I'eSd-

ability scores are a. warning of reading difficulty and a
check on whether writing is geared to the capacities of
prospective readers. But good scores are not a guarantee
of good writing.

of Readability Today

Acid test of readability is its use in the business
world, When business executiv are willing to spend money
on readabt1itr, the field can be said to have arrived.

In addition to newspapers, gazines, and publishing
houses, whose atock in trade in the written word, such
firma as General Motors, the Borden Company, Swift and Com-

pany, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, Allia-Cha].niere, Quaker

Oats Company, and the Bank of Canada have used readability
and paid for it (23, p.45).

For these organizations, the role of readabilit
very indirect. For en agricultural economist faced with
the task of explaining his u'k to the public, the role
more tangible.

Increased use of readability principles by economist-
writers should result in wider readership of economic
material. Tests by Wallace's Farmer and Iowa Hom8stead

magazine indicate it is worth the effort. This publicatIon
found it got about 18 per cent more readership by using a
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more readable style based on the Fleach system.

Another Iowa test (29, p.343) found that on article
averaging 131 syllables per 100 vorde bad a mean paragraph

readership 83 per cent higher than a more difficult version
of the same article which had an average of 1'73 syllables
per 100 z'da.

rtance of Audience in
Redsbi1tty Testing

Readability concepts ai'e linked with composition of
eading audience. Flesob readability scores are keyed to
he estimated educational level of readers. The usual

ux'eznont is number of school grades completed, based on

United States census reports.
Principal criticism oi this method comes from the fact

that adult education does not stop when a person leaves
obool. Though a person may not advance beyond the sixth

ado in school, be may become relatively well educated.
In other rds, ae]2educatton is not token into conaidera
tion in readability measurements. Despite this, however,
school grades completed is the beat available measure of
probably reading ability. It is admittedly only a rough
estimate.

Flesob bases his estimate of reading ability on grades
completed by all adults in the United States. Phis is
shown in Table 1. Similar figures for Uiited States farm
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population 25 years old and over are shown in Table 2.
Comparison or the two indicates that the level of farm

education is somewhat below that of the total population
Since readability estimates, at beat, are only approximate,
the difference may be largely diaregei'ded.

United States census figures for 1950 were not oori
pleted at the time of this writing, so figures for 1940
were used. These data show that, in 1940, the median rn-
ber of school grades completed by the adult farm population
in the United States was 8.2 grades.

This figure undoubtedly has increased in the 12 years
moe the 1940 census. But oven a substantial increase

would still leave the educational level of farm population
below the estimated readability level of much economic in-
formation written for farmers.

Floach explains that typical readers do not extend
thaelvea. The result is that the typical reader prefers
to read material written tar a group below his own educa-
tional standing. This means that, even allowing for an

increase in median school grades completed by farm people
sinoe 1940, the majority of farmer's read most comfortably

somewhere between the seventh aix eighth grade level.

This preference is not limited to persona in the lower
ational divisions. amy Cowing (4, p.31) says many

highly educated persona prefer a simple direct style
because it saves so much time in reading.



COMPARISON OF FXESCH REM)ING ELSE SCORES WITH
UM&TED EDUCATION.L LEVEL OF

ADULT AUDIENCE

Table I

Table 2

SCHOOL GRAIYES COMPLETED BY U.S. FARM ADUEPS
TWENTY-F'IVE YEARS AND OWER, ACCORDING

TO THE 1940 UNITED STATES CENSUS

Cumulative Per Cent
U.S. Farm Adults

Completing

93
78 3
62.8

24.].

12.3

4.7

Estimated School Estimated Per Cent ot
Grades Completed U.S. Adults Completing

4th grade 93
5th grade 91
6th grade 88

7th or 8th grade 83
Some high school 54
High school or

some college 33
College 4.5

No school 4.7
Grades I to 4 15
Gradea 5 and 6 15 5
Grades 7 and 8 38.1
High school,

1 to 3 years 11.8
High school,

4 years 7.6
College,

I to 3 years 3.4
College,

4 or more years 1.3
Not reported 1.3

School Grades Per Cent U.S. Farm
Completed Adults Completing

Reading Ease
Score

90 to 100
80 to 90
70 to 80
60 to 70
50 to 60
30 to 50

10 to 30
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On the other b.and, some studies have shown that

SO1S with limited education we not anxious to read.
Holmes (17,. p.40), in a study of agricultural outlook inu
formation in Iowa, found that farmers who obtained and used
outlook information had a higher average educational level
than those who did not. Ho concitiled that farmers with

more education are more likely to seek outlook data than
those with limited formal schooling

Unless material is written to Lit the abilities of
readers, the unskilled reader ia likely to spend so much
time concentrating on the 'ocaaa of reading that ho cannot
become completely engaged with the moaning of what be
reads Ho becomes like the person learning a foreign lang'
usgo, who must pay so much attention to translation that be

ye little attention to what be reads an literature.
College agricultuia). economists am in the business of

distributing public information. They must, therefore,
aware of the abilities of their audience and make every
effort to translate for the render so that be is relieved
of the Job.

echenica of the Flench Foruila

Use of the Flenob. fcrmula for redioting readability
is almost a mechanic process. To estimate readability,
including both reading ease and human interest, the follow
ing steps are necessary:



Select Samples

Enough samples to constitute a fair test must be used.
Three to five are sufficient for moat publications of pam-
phlet length. Samples should be chosen by a numerical

system to eliminate bias in the selection. Length of
samples should be 100 words each.

count Syllable8

Syi1abIe in each l0Oword sample must be counted and
an average of all samples taken to arrive at the average

number of syllables per 100 words Some allowance should
be made for samples containing several long figures which
increase the syllable count out of proportion to reading
difficulty. This is done by eliminating all but two or
three of the figures and niiding a corresponding nwier of
words to the sample.

Qompute Average Sentence Length

Avere sentence length is calculated by counting the
number of sentences in the sample and dividing by the total
number of words in the sentences. The sentence ending

nearest the 100-word mark of the sample is the last in-

cluded in the calculation.
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Personal words must be counted fox' each sample. They

include all first, second, end third person pronouns except
neuter pronouns that do not refer to persons. Al]. words

that have masculine or feminine natural gender also az'e

considered personal words, as are the group words people,
folks, and family. Counon gender words are not included..

Qount Personal Sentences

The number or peraonal sentences per 100 sentences
must be figured. A personal sentence is a spoken sentence
et off by quotation marks; a sentence addressed directly

to the reader in the form of a question, command, ox'
request; an exclamation; or a grammatically incomplete sen-
tence wnose full meaning must be inferred from the context.

Calculate Reading Ease Score

By substituting the number of syllables per 100 words
(wi) and the average sentence length (al) in the following
formula, the reading ease score is calculated:

Reading Base - 206.835 - (.846 wi , 1.015 si)
The reading ease score will indicate the position of

the piece of writing on the readability scale which ranges
from zero (practically unreadable) to 100 (easy for any
literate person). See Table 3.
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Table 3

FIESCH READING EASE Q,UICK REFERENCE TAB

Rea4ing Ease Average
Score Words Per

Sentence

Average No.
Syllables

Per 3.00 Words

Description
of Style

100 8 or lass 123 or less Very easy
80 to 90 13. 131 Easy
70 to 80 14 139 Fairly easy60 to 70 17 147 Standard
50 to 60 21 155 Fairly

airr iuit30 to 50 25 16? Difficult0 to 30 29 or more 192 or more Very
difficult

Calculate Hums Interest Score

Human interest score is figured by substituting the
umber of personal rda per 100 iorda (pw) and the number

personal sentences (pa) per 100 sentsnoee in the follow-
ing formula:

Human Interest 3.635 ' .314
The human interest score places the piece of writing

on a scale between zero (no human interest) and 100 (full
of human interest), See Table 4.



Human Interest
Score

Per Cent Per Cent
Personal Personal

Words Senteneea

Table 4

FLESCU HUMAN INTEREST QUICK REFERENCE TABLE

39

Description of
Style

60 to 1.00 17 or more 58 or more Dr&inatic40 to 60 10 43 Highly
interesting20 to 40

10 to 20
7
4

15 Interesting
Mildly

interesting0 to 10 2 or less Dull



CHAPTER 1'

REDJ)ABILITY TESTS OF ECONOMIC WRITING
PUBLISTTTD BY SELECTED COLLEGES

FOB AGRICUtURAL READERS

"When a thought 1. too weak to
support a simple expression,reject it."

--Vauvenargue a

Economic writing could be appraised in a variety of
ways. One of the moat practical approaches is of

readability. Other characteristics arid factors
tent to en effective writing job, but readabilIty is baste.

Readability tests based on the Fleech formula are the
foundation of this appraisal. The Fleach teat has been
shown to be a valid tool for making such an appraisal.

General Procedure

Because economic information for agricultural readers
is published In so many forms by so many sources, the SCOP

of the appraisal was necessarily limited. The importance

of land grant institutioris as a. source of economic Iriforma-
tion for agriculture is undisputed. Observations arid teate
have been limited to publications originating from this
source. It is believed safe to assume that writing in
these publications does not differ greatly fiom that in
other sources of economic information for agriculture.
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Publications were first classified either' as irregular
ox' regular', based on frequency of issue. Irregular' pub].i-
cationa include bulletins and ciroulara published by exten-
sion services and experiment stations associated with land
grant institutions. Regular publications generally were
published br extension services and included information
on outlook, agricultural situation, and general economic
topica.

Selection Irreulsr Publications

Irregular publications were so numerous end varied in
subject matter that it was considered imracttcal to make
anything other than a random selection. Twenty bulletins

and circular's were selected at random from a large supply
of recent economic publications. No attempt was made to

segregate extension and experiment station publications.
Only criteria for selection were that they be irregular in
nature, be a publication of a land grant institution, and

be economic in subject matter. Some consideration was

given to number and diatx'ibution of institutions repre-

sented. Resulting selections were from 13 different in-

stitutions located in widely separated sections of the

nation. This was believed to be a fully representative

sample of the general run of irregular economic publica-

tions put out by colleges.

Specifically, institutions represented include Oregon
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State College, TJZiiversity of Idaho, Washington State

College, North Dakota Agricultural Colloe, Montana State
College, University of Connecticut, Purdue University,
University of Kentucky, University of Florida, Utah State
Agricultural College, trnivezsity of Nebraska, University of
Illinois, and University of New Hampshire. See Appendix A

for list of specific publications.

Selection of Regular Publications

A smaller number and rsne of regular economic publi-
cations for agricultural readers made possibl. a ire
selective sample for ase of the appraisal. Most

land grant institutions publish economic material for agri-
cultural readers regularly. A general survey of these
publications fall into three rather general categories,
including outlook briefs, detat led outlook summaries, and

general niagazine-.type publications.

Choice of regular publications for the readability
snple was based on the above classification. Two publica-
tions Judged typical of each class were selected for test-
ing. Teats were based on six consecutive issues of each

regular publication, all published during the last half of
1951.

Iowa State College and Washington State College

publications were chosen as typical of the outlook brief
type. Ohio State University and Oregon State College



publications were selected to represent the detailed out-
look summary category. MichIgan State College and Purdue

University publications represent the general magazirio-typ.
economic classification.

Outlook briefs were typically short1 to-the-point, and
ed in scope. Generalizations were :requent, with a

of detail and qualification.
Detailed outlook summaries followed a basic pattern,

including a general summary of the agricultural situation
followed by detailed outlook information for specific
crops. This was probably the moat coxrunon typo published.

General magazine-type publications were dominated by

information articles based on subjects of current economic
Interest to agricultural readers. Outlook information

appeared rou1at1ly in some, but wa generally relegated to
ondary position.

Otio Q Hundred Word Samples

A fair teat of readability is possible by using regu-
arly spaced samples of 100 wtrda each, according to tb

sob system. ?ive of these samples was considered a

sufficient number to provide a good teat for each
publication.

Samples were selected by a nurical system which
allowed each paragraph of the publication equal opportunity
to appear in the teat. Paragraphs were counted for each

43
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publication. The total number was divided by five, the
number of samples. The resulting answer wan used to space
samples equally throuout the publication.

For example, if a publication had 55 total paragraphs,
apacin of samples would be every eleventh paragraph.
Numbers from one to eleven would be placed in a container
and one drawn out to determine the starting point. If
number four were drawn, the 100-word samples would begin

with the 4th, 15th, 26th, 37th, arid 48th paragraphs of the
public atio.

Word Length Tests

Word length or cotnplexity was tested by count
syllables in the 100'word samples. An average of the
results for five samples was taken to arrive at the word
complexity rating for each publication. The average was
substituted in the Fleech reading ease formula given in
CHAPER III.

Sentence Length ste

Average sentence length is the second variable used
in the Fleech reading ease formula. This was determined
for each sample by counting the number of sentences up to
and including the sentence ending nearest the 100 word mar]
of the sample. Thin number was divided by the number of
words in the sentences to get sentence length. An average



of the five snplea in each publicatioü was used to sub-
stitute in the Fleach reading ease formu].

Reaciln Ease ScoreCoinputations

Reading ease scoi'es were computed for each publica-

tion, using the formula mentioned in CHAPTER III.

Personal Word nts

Human interest, the second part of the Fleach formula,
usea persona]. words as one variable. These were counted in
each sample and an average taken for use in calculating
human interest for the publication. Personal words were
recorded as percentages.

nal Sentence Count

Personal aentencew, second variable in the human in-
terest formula, were óounted for each sample. An average

of five aanplos was used In computing human interest for
the publication. Totals were recorded as per cent of
personal sentences.

Coniputati ons

Interest scores for individual publications
were calculated from the formula mentioned in CHAPTER III.



sion.

Re suits

Reading ease scores generally bear out the hypothesis

that economic writing for agricultural readers is not

to the capabilities of the broad reader aud.ience.

they oaruot be considered absolutely conclusive, they

do provide an indication of some general tendencies in
economic writing. 30:6 Tables 5 to U.

Irregular Publications

Reading ease scores for irregular pubications were

not widely distributed along the scale of reading ease
levels. A rather narrow range prevailed, with no publica-
tion scoring higher then 60 which is the upper limit of the
"fairly difficult" classification. See Table 3. Scores

ranged from 54.1 to 26.8. See Table 5. Corresponding

educational levels of typical readers able to handle the
material comfortabli were "some high school" to
"college". See Table 1. Tb.ia indicates that none of the
irregular publicatone sampled vias written simply enough to
be easy reading for the average United States farm adult.

£)iatribution of the 2C) publications tested was

strongly toward the "difficult" level of reading ease whioh
requires at least a hi school education for coniprehen-



Publication Average Words Average Syllablee Read5r Ease
Per' Sentence Par 100 Words Score

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1?
8

19
20

All.....

Table 5

FIESCH READING EASE SCORES BASED ON FIVE
ONE HUNDRED WORD SAMPLES IN EACH CF

TWE1TY IRREGUL&R ECONOMIC PUBLICATIONS
ISSUED BY SELECTED COLLEGES

47

Two of 20 irregular publicatIons, 10 per cent of the
total, were In the "very dIfficult" 01988 wIth sooea below
30. Seventeen of 20, or 85 per cent, rated "difficult"
with scores between 30 and 50. On1 one publication,
repreeent1n 5 per cent of the total, scored higher than 50
to earn a "fairly dttficult" rating. Average reading ease

20 4
22.0
19 1
18 6
22 4

16
161
165
166
164

54.1
48 2
47.8
47.3
45 3

12.9 176 44 8
18 9 169 44 7
18 2 170 44 5
23.0 165 43.9
17.8 11]. 43 7
16.3 115 42.2
18.0 174 4]. 4
15.8 177 4]. 2
18 5 177 38.3
27.8 167 31 3
18.8 180 35 5
20 5 180 34.8
20.8 181 32.6
29 4 174 29.8
28 2 179 26.8

20.4 1'71 41



for all publications was 41.4.

These figures, when conipered with educational levels
of farm adults, indicate a strong tendency on the part or
economists to write for reader's in the upper educational
brackets. According to the 1940 census, only 12.3 per cent
of the adult farm population had completed high school.
Ninety-five per cent of the irregular economic publications
tested in this appraisal bad reading ease scores calling
for a hih school education as a requirement for comfort-
able reading.

Average sentence length va on 12.9 to 2G.4
words. Syllables per 100 words renged from 156 to 181.
Over-all averes for all irregular publications were 20.4
words per sentence and 171 syllables per 100 word

It will be noted that little direct relationship
apparently exists between short sentences and few syUss.
The two coincided in only a few publications. The three
pub1ioatjn with the ahortet average sentence lengths had
syllable counts of 175 or more. The three publications
exhibiting the lowest syllable counts had average sentence
lengths of 20 words or more.

This indicates that, to improve the reading ease
score, both sentence len3th and word complexity must be
given attention, In other words, short sentences do not
necessarily result in lower syllable counts, or vice versa.

It should be remembered in examining the reading ease
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scores of the irregular economic publications that most of
them are basically research reports. This means they were
published as experiment station bulletins or circulars,
written by scientists.

This may account for some of the difficulty, but does
not excuse all of it. While research may be more diff t-
cult to simplify, there is no subject ich cannot be dis-
cussed in short sentences. And in most cases, a little
extra effort probably would result in reasonably simple
terms.

If reading ease scores we an accurate representation
of the picture, the results point up a significant in-
efficiency in economic writing. It is a waste of potential
audience.

With. 95 per cent of the publications written in
style readable for only slightly more than 12 per cent of
the potential readers, the situation bears serious con-
aicterat ion. One cause of audience waste might be the
difference of opinion among economists, particularly re-
searoh men, concerning the makeup of the ultimate audience
for results of economic research. Some think research
reports should not be slanted for the average reader.
Others believe they should be, but are not certain how to
go about it.

For the most part, research findings are public mt or-
on and should be treated as such.. The author believes
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the research economist who refuses to consider simplifica-
aide-stepping the Issue.tion of his results is msrol

After all accountings are made, it La the average readers
whose tax dollars pay for much of the research reported in
unreadable style. They are entitled to bay, the findings
presanted in understsrLdable form. -

Re, Publications

a41ng ease scores were generally higher for regular
economic publications, with some variation betw.e type..
Outlook brief a, representing the short, to-the-point style
of economic writing, scored highest of the three types on
the reading ease scale. Detailed outlook summaries ar8
magazine-type general economic publications ware about
even. See Tables 6 to 11.

Over-all reading ease scores for the two series of
outlook brief t, including Iowa's "Farm Outlook" an th
Washington's "Keeping Up on the Farm Outlook", were 68.8
or "fairly diffioult" for the Iowa series and 62.3 or
"standard" for the Waahlng;on series. See Tables 6 and 7.
Phea were the two hi eat over-all reading ease scores for
regular publications Both also rated higher then any of
the irregular publications.

Major reason for the high readability of outlook
briefs is evident in thetr general style. They are uiean
to be short, snappy, and to-the-point. Thu makes short



sentenc ntial and may- have some effect on the void
load as we

The more detailed outlook and situation ewmner

typified by Oregon's "Agricultural Situation wid Outlook"
and Ohio's "Timely Ieonomic Information for Ohio Farmers",

fell in the "difficult" and "tairly difficult" classes.
The Oregon series had an over-all reading ease score of
52.8 for a "fairly dIfficult" rating. See Table 8. Ohio's

series scored 47.8 in the over-all averages, earning a
"difficult" rating. See Table 9. Both were characterized
by more detail than the outlook briefs. This naturally
presents more opprtunttiee for long sentences and more

difficult words. 1ben space requirements are strictly
limited, there is little room for unnecessary literary
display.



Table 6

FtESCH READING EASE SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE HUNDRED
WORD SAMPLES IN EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE

ISSUES OF IOWA "FARM OUTLOOK"

Table 7

FLESCH READING EASE SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE HUNDRED
WORD SAMPLES IN EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE ISSUES

OF WASHI14GTON'S "KEEPING UP ON
THE FARM OUTLOOK"

52

;e Words Average Syllables Reading Ease
tence Per 100 Words Score

198 14.0 149
197 15.1 153
198 17.8 160 53 0
19 16.3 152 1.?
200 1417 145 69 2
201. 16 3 157 57 4

All 15 7 152 62 3

Publication Average Words
Dc.te Per Sentence

Average Syllables
Per 100 Words

Reading Ease
Score

May, 195]. 14.8 156 5.8
June, 1951 12.6 155 62 2
July, 1951 16.5 165 50 5
August, 1951 17.0 154 59 3
Sept ember,

1951 17.3 155 57.3
October, 16 5 152 61.5

15.8 156 58.8



Table 8

FIESCH READING EASE SCORES BASED ON FIVE OIE HUNDR
WORD SAMPLES IN EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE ISSUES 0

"OREGON AGRICULTURAL SITUATION AN]) OUTL0C"

Table 9

B'LESCH READING EASE SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE H1J1DRED
WORD SAMPLES IN EACR OF SIX CONSECUTIVE ISSUES OF

"TIMEt! ECONOMIC INFORMATION FOR OHIO FARMERS"
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Circular
Number

Average Words Average Syllables
Per Sentence Per 100 Words

Reading Eaae
Scot's

282
28
284

20.2
25.5
21.0

160
156
169

50 9
49.0
44 2

285 16.7 173 43 5
286 19.4 166 46 7
287 17.2 161 53 2

All ...... 20.0 164 47.8

Circular
Number

Average Words Average Syllables
Per Seutence Per 100 Words

Reading Ease
Score

3
4

17.1
15.3

159
156

54 8
59.0

5 17 4 161 52 9
6 14 159 58.0
7 19.8 167 45.4
8 17.4 162 52.1

All 161 54 5



Table 10

FLESCH READING EASE SCORES BASED ON F IVE ONE HUNDRED
WORD SAMPLES IN EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE ISSUES

0? "ECONOMIC AND MARKETING INFORMATION
FOR INDIANA FARMERS"

Table 11

FLESCH READING EASE SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE HUNDRED
WORD SAMPLES IN EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE ISSUES

OF "MICHIGAN FARM ECONOMICS"
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Publication Average Words
Date Per Sentence

Average Syllables
Per 100 Words

Reading Ease
Score

July, 1951 14.5 158 58.4
August, 1951 16.9 170 45.8
September,

1951 22.6 165 44.3
October, 1951 19.0 176 38 6
November, 195]. 17.6 152 60 3
December, 1951 21.8 167 43.4

All ...... 18.7 165 48.3

iub1ieation Average Words
Date Per Sentence

Average Syllables
Par 100 Words

Reading Ease
Score

July, 1951 21.4 157 522
August, 1951 13.8 163 54.9
September,

1951 20.4 154 55.8
October, 1951 18.3 158 54
November, 1951 21.4 165 45 5
December, 1951 22.5 162 46 9

All 160 51.6
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Scores of the general magazine-type economic publics-

tiona also wore in the fair1y difficult" to "difficult"
range. "Economic and Markettng Information for Indians
Farmers" had an over-all reading ease score or 48.3. See

Table 10. "michigan Farm Economics", the second general

publication, was in the "fairly difficult" class with an

over-all score of 51.6. See Table 11. Some variation due
to a larger number of different authors was noted in these
publications. This was particularly true of the Indiana
series which included individual issues ranging from 60.3
to 38.6 in reading ease scores. Range of distribution from
issue to issue is likely to be smaller when the se author
writes all or moat of the material.

Seven of 36 issues tested were rated "standard" for
eading ease. This means they scored above 60, which

should be the level of economic writing for the general
agricultural public. See Table 3. Righeat reading ease
score for all issues was 69.2 for circular 200 in the
Washington series. Poorest score was 38.6 for the October
issue of the Indiana series.

Average sentence lengths for the six series ranged
from 20.4 words for the Ohio series to 15.7 words for the
Washington series. Average syllable counts per 100 words
varied from 165 fez' the Indiana series to 152 for the
Washlzton series.

Of the 56 issues tested, seven or 19.4 per con



ated "ataxidei'd. Rigilteezi Issues, exactly 50 per cent,

were in the "fairly difficult" range. The remainder, U

ieauea representing 30.6 per cent, scored "difficult".

the sample Is typical of regular economic publications,

lees than 2) per cent of tile writing in regular economic

publications is suited for comfortable reading by the

average United States farm adult. Fifty per cent is

written for persona with at least a high school educatio

a level reached by only about 12 per cent of the nation's
farm adults in 1940. See Table 2.. Another 30 per cent is

written for college oduoatod persona which number fewer

than 5 per cent of the total farm population.

Interest Results

Purpose of testing and emphasizing human interest

qualities in economic writing sometimes escape the pro-

fessional economist ho has written from tbe impersonal

viewpoint so long that it has become habit. Actually, the

reason for emphasis on personal approach is simple. It ha

been effectively stated by Sidney Smith (10, p.139) who

declared: "Everything which is written Is meant either to

please or to instruct. This second object is difficult to
effect without attending to the ffratN. In other rda, a

eader' nearly always gets re out of something be enjoys.

Fleach human interest tests clearly brought out tile

fact that few economists make an earnest attempt to
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ize their writing. See Tables 12 to 18. Pc

sonalization arid hunian interest are interchangeable terms.
Despite the fact that agricultural eoonontsts seek to reach
the same readers who are captivated by the personal
approach of fiction, biography, and other stories of human
activities, few have thought personalizatton worthy of
effort. This is true even though the su:cct matter can
usually be adapted to at least a mild degree of personali-
zation because human activities motivate nearly every
economic nvement.

Irregular Publications

umen interest tests of the 20 irregular publications
ad in the anp1e were not difficult to make. There

simply wasn't much human interest nteria1 to be found.
None of the irregular publications rated above the

"dull" classification. This means all human interest
scores were below 10. See Table 4. Ten per cent of the
irregular publications were completely lacking in human
interest. That is, they scored zero on the human interest
scale.

Range of scores was from 8.7 to zero with the over-all
average for 20 publications beIng 3.44. See Table 12.

Only four of 20 publications had any personal aen-
tencos. At least, none occurred In the 1O0word sample.
used in the test. Highest percentage of personal sentences
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as 12.5 per cent and the over-all average for 20 public a-
tions was 1,63. This indicates a re1uctnce on the part of
authors to direct their statements to the reader or to use

dia1oue as a means of illustrating a point.
Personal words -- those referring to humani

found in 18 of 20 publicati OflS but only 6 of 20 bad me
than one personal word per 100 words. The frequency of

occurrence ranged from 2.4 words per 100 words to none.
Average f or all publications was ,8l words per 100 words.

Most of the personal sentenee were in the form of
questions asked of the reader or eommsnds directed at the
reader. These, of course, are the simplest forms or per-
sonal sentences end require less facility in writing than
dialogue or other quotation forms.

In general, it may be said that human interest scores
for the entire group or irregular pub1ioations were so low

as to be insignificant as an interest-getting factor. Pew

readers would be attracted by the human touch in these
publications.



Table 12

FISCH 1WMAN INTEREST SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE RTJNDRED
VIORD SAMPTES IN EACH OF TWENTY IRREGUIR ECONOMIC

PUBLICATIONS ISSUE]) BY SELECTED COLlEGES

Regular Pubileations

Euman interest was generally poor in the series of
regular economic publications Included in the appraisal,
a1thoug some improvement over irregular publications was
noted.

Six inatjttjo. were represented by a series of six
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Per Cent of Per Cent of Human Interest
Pubiloation Person..]. Personal Score

Words Sentences

£11 ........ 0.8]. 1 63 3.44

1 2.4 0 8.7
2 1.2 12.5 8.3
3 1.2 12.0 8.1
4 2.0 0 7.3
5 0.4 4(5 4.8
6 0.8 3.6 4.5
7 1.2 4.4
8 1.2 0 4.4
9 0.8 O 2.9

10 0.8 0 2.9
11 0.8 o 2.9
12 0.8 O 2.9
13 0.8 O Q

14 0.6 O 2.2
15 0.4 0 1.4
16 0.4 O 1.4
17 0.2 0 0.7
18 0.2 o 0.7

0 0
20 0 0
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Co ecuttve issues of eaoh institution's regular agricul-
tural economics publication. The over-all average for all
regular publications tested wc 6.5, miray in the "dull"
classification. See Table 4.

Only one of the six series scored better than "dull".
This was the Indiana group which had an average human in-

terest score of 11.7, rating as "mildly interesting". The

remaining five series scored 8.6, 64O 4.7, 4.5, and 3.6.
See Tables 13 to 18.

Highest frezeney of personal anton ces a x

issue series was found in the Michigan group which average
9.9 per cent. Lowest personal sentence count was In the
Washington series which bad only .5 per cent. Frequency

personal words ranged from 2.8 per 100 words in the Indiana
series to .87 per 100 words in the Oregon series.

Considering the publications as 36 single issues, It
was noted that 8 of 6 ia*ues, or 16.67 per cent, scored
above 10 in human interest. On the other side of the
picture, 21 of 36 issues, or 58.3 per cant, scored lower
than 5 in human interest,

Taking the regular publications as types, it was

apparent that general magazine-type economic publications
are leaders in the human Interest field. Indiana and

Michigan publications had the two highest over-all series
averages and Included 4 of the 6 single Issues scoring
higher than "dull'



Table 13

LESCRI KUMA.N INTEREST SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE HUN
WORJ) SAPLBS IN EACH OF SIX CONSIEC1JTIVE ISSUES

OF IOWA "FARM OTYT LOOK"

Table 14

FIESCH HUMAN INTEREST SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE HUNDRED
WORD SMPIES IN EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE ISStYES OF

WASHINGF2ON!S "KEEPINC] UP ON THE FARM OUTLOOK"
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Publication
Date

Per Cent of
Personal

Words

Per Cent of
Personal
Sentences

Human Interest
Score

May, 151 1.2 0 4.4
June, 1951 0.8 5.]. 4.5
July, 1951 1.0 0 5.6
Au3ust, 1951 1.6 10.0 8.9
Septezar, 1951 0.6 3.2 5.2
October, 1951 0.8 0 2.9

A2.1 .. . .... 1.0 4.7

Circular
Nurnbez

Per Cent
Personal

Vords

Per Cent
Personal
Sentences

:uman Interest
Score

196 0.8 0 2.9
197 0.6 0 2.2
198 2.2 0 8.0
199 11,0 3.0 4.6
200 1.2 0 4.4
201 1.6 0 5.8

A].1 1.2 4.5



Table 15

FIESCU HUMAN INTEREST SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE HUN
WORD SAMPLIS IN EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE ISSUES ('

"OREGON AGRICULTURAL SITUATION .ND OtJTL0

Table 16

LESCH HUMAN INTEREST SCORES BASED ON FIVE ONE HUNDRED
WORD SAMPLES IN EACH OF SIX CONSECUTIVE ISSUES CF

"TINEIZ ECONOMIC INFORMATiON FOR
OHIO FARMERS"
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Circular'
Number

Per Cent
Per ena1

Words

Per Cent
Perona1
Bent on oes

Eumi Intereat
Score

282 0.4 0 1.4
283 0.6 4.3 3.5
284 1.8 0
285 2.2 0 8.0
286 08 C 2.9
287 4.0 0 14

AU 6.0

Circular
Number'
(1951)

Per Cent
Personal

Words

Per Cent
Personal
Sent once 8

Human Inter'eat
Score

S

0.4
0
0.2

0
0
0

1.4
C
0.7

6 2,4 8.0 11 5
7 1.0 0 3.6
8 I . 2 0 4.4

All 3.6
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Ruman interest scores for outlook briefs and detailed

situation and outlook suimuaries fell into the same general

range were grouped near the mid-pa tnt of the duU"

classification.

Results indicate that human interest is not closely

related to length of publication, since the shortest pub-

libations rated among the poorest for human interest.

It will be noted, however, that regular publications

sated bad a stronger general tendency toward the human

interest approach than irregular publications considered.

This is probably due in large part to the origin of the

material. ost irregular publications are based on eaten-
title research and written by acientiata, many of whom

avoid personalization. Most regular economic publications

originate with extension economists who are more conscioua

of the need to mace the public understand.



CHAPTER V

FCT OP VaaTING FOR READ&BILITY ON
BELDER PREFERENCES

Procedure

Readability tests of economic writing have indicated a
need for i.mprovement of reading ease end human interest in
economic informatjo, but final judgment lies in the hand.
of the readers. For this z'eaaon, it was decided to conduct
a reader preference test to obtain a sample or reader

4

Using the Oregon Agrieulturai Situation and Outlook
circular of March 21, 1952 as a vehicle, two versions of
an economic article were submitted to rural Oregon readers.
A questionnaire accompanied the circular Readers were
asked to check certain ireteroncea sul return the question-
naix'..

The preference tø.t had a multiple purpose. First,
re $ wore queried on depth of readership as a method of
determining whether a better readability score means

readers will read more of the article. Second, they were
asked to judge the reading difficulty of the teat article.
Readers also were questioned about their px'eference between
two styles of writing. In addition, readar were asked to
state their preferences o use of statistical data in
economic information.
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Results were expected to clarity the value of read-
ability principles as a tool. for improving the usefulness
of economic writing. A test on relative comprehension of
the material ou1d have been highly desirable as an added
measure of the effect of r. readable writing. This was

not done because a mailed questionnaire was used, eliminat-
ing personal interviews wbiob are necessary in oornprehen-
alon teste.

Seleoticn of Medium

The Oregon Agricultural Situation and Outlook circular
was selected as the best available medium for testing
reader preferences. It was chosen because of its estab-
liehed position in Oregon as a source of economic inforina-
tj.ori. This made it an excellent means of reaching the
general run of rural readers interested in economic in-
formation.

Personal inteviewa are generally regarded as ideal
procedure in obtaining reader opinion samples, but high
cost of personal contacts made it necessary to use a mailed
questionnaire.

Preparation of Test Articles

Working c Ly with M. D. Thomas, extension agrioul-
tura]. economis Oregon State College, two versions of an

article were prepared with different readability scores.
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Both articles were less than 500 words in length. Both'

covered identical material. Position on the page, beading,
and other appearance factors were constant. The only
variable was writing style, including word choice, sentence
length, and pereonaflzatjon, See Appendices B and C for
copies of test articles.

Version A scored 9.9 for reading ease. This placed it
in the "very difficult" category, according to the Fleach
evaluation, The aais story rated "dull" in human interest
with a score of zero. Average sentence length of version A
was 21.4 words per sentence, Average syllables per 100
words was 217. The article bad no personal words and no

personal $entencez.

Version B scored 76 for reading ease, rating as
ly easy" on the reading ease scale. Human interest

score was 36. This placed it In the "interesting" class.
Average sentence length was 13.7 words. Average syllable
count per 100 words was l8. The article had 6.5 per cent
personal words and 40 per cent persona]. sentences.

Subject matter, while not of universal interest
slanted so that it might interest a wide range of farmers.
HeadIrg of the article was "Watch U.S. Corn Crop and

Increase Profits E'rom Your Feed Craina". This was consid.-
ered attractive enough to give the article a reasonable
hence of being seen by a representative group of readers.

See Appendix for content of the two versions of the



Major effort was directed toward shortening entenoes

and substituting simple words for complex words. Some

attempt also was made to inject human interest, although no

effort wa made to distinguish between the effect of read-
ing ease and humeri interest in the replies.

A limited number of Oregon Agricultural Situation and
Outlook circulars were printed containing the rrre diff i-
cult version A. The remainder of the regular press run of
the oircu].ara was printed with the simpler version B

inserted.

Design of Suestionno

The questionnaire to accompany the cireulars was de-

signed to make the job of exiswerin as easy as possible fez'
the reader. Moat questions were of the yea-no or multiple
choice varieties. A few asked for a written statement on
the part of the reader.

The entire questionnaire was organized to follow $G

degree of continuity. Readers first were asked if they had
seen the test article. Then they were asked how much ofi.t
they had read, and if they had read any part more than
once. Following was a question aimed at getting the
z'eadera evaluation of reading ease. Queries concerning
preferences for different writing styles represented in the
circular were next Two questions were added concerning



use or figures in economic writing. Finally, readers were
asked to state their occupations and their major products,
if £ aria See Appendix B for copy of questionnaire.

Selection Sample

Oregon Agrtcuitural Situation and Outlook circuiaz
are distributed regularly throughout the tate. Since

Oregon is divided sharply into eastern and wee rn sea'
tiona, it was deemed advtaablo to include both areas in the
sample. Phia was accomplished by choosing a Willamette

Valley county to represent western Oregon and an eastern
Oregon county to represent that section of the state.

Countiee were evaluated for general suitability.
Thoae selected were Polk county in western Oregon and Union

county in eastern Oregon.

aili Procedure

Since distribution of Oregon Agrioultural Situation
and Outlook circu].ars normally is zuade from the offtcea of
county extension agents, it was necessary to adjust
ing procedure for the test.

County extension agents of the two aple count
cooperated by sending the author envelopes addressed to
regular recipients of the circular. A lttter was prepared
to accompany the circular. Letter, questionnaire, cix"-
euler, and a return envelope were placed in the addressed



Reliability of the preference test8 was aoewhat
sned by unexpectedly light return of questionnaires.
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envelopes aad maile

Number of ciroilara containing version A and version
B was evenly divided within each county. One hundred

seventy-five Polk county readers received version A end a
like number got version B. In Union county, ciroulars oon
taming each version were sent to 235 readers, Difference
in number of readers sampled tn the two counties was based
on proportion of total óirculation,

The accompanying letter instructed readers not to
r the questionnaire until after they bad an opportun-

to give norma]. attention to the circular. The quas-

tionnaire was placed £naide a special unsealed return
envelope as an additional precaution against the reader
studying the questionnaire before reading the circular.

Results of Teat

Reader preference teats are somewhat similar to read'
abilit, formulas in that they cannot be regarded as any-
thing mci's than an indication of genera]. tendencies.
Results of the reader preference teats made as part of this
appraisal are evidence that readers prefer a more readable
style.

cueetionnajre Return



since it was
cu.8t1.onnair

barely exceeded 10 per cent of tb questionnaires

See Table 19

One reason for the light return may have been the
season at which the questionnaire was mat led. A heavy
spring work load might have caused some farmers to lay it
aside, intending to answer later, but never getting arou
to it

was made to segregate returns by counties,
elt this would serve no useful purpose.

rp coded before the initial mailing,
however, to malse it possible to separate them according to
the version of the teat articl, seen by the readers.

It will b noted that return, from the group of

readers receiving version A were only slightly fewer than

from the group reoeivin version 8, the more readable
article.

Table 19
RETURN OF QUESTIONNAIRES M&II1) TO READERS

"OREGON AGRICULTURAL SITUATION AND
OUTLOOK" CIRCUlAR

Article Total
Mailed

Total
Re turned

Per Cent
Returned

A 5 9.8
B 405 42 10.3

Both 810 82 10.1

Fifteen to per cent return was anticipated, but total
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Eighty-nine per cent of those returning questionnaires

wore full-time farmers. Eleven per cent were engaged in

part-time farming. Oraine, seeds, fruits, and. livestock

were the major roducts nxst frequently mentioned by far-

ra returning the questionnaire.

The limited number of responses did not permit deter-
nLtnation of differences in jref.rences between part-time

and full-time farmers. Had the re8ponse been larger, such

a compari. son rni t have been valuable.
Even with the limited return, definite reader prefer-

ences took shape in the answers. It is believed logical to

assume that similar results might be obtained with a larger

volume of answer's.

Rea&tn Dethi Reault

There ia some conflict of opinion aiong readability

experts over the effect of im'oved readability on depth

of reading. Most studies have indicated that better read-

ability, as measured by the Pleach formula, results in

greater depth of reading. S Lmn (25, p.305) states that

greater atyllatic ability of writers encourages greater

depth of reading. Ludwig (20, p.168) claims that reader

interest can be measured by the amount of reading done.

Other studies have indicated that subject matter determinei

to a large extent whether a reader reads an article.

Replies to the Oregon Agricultural Situation and



Outlook questionnaire demonstrated that a higher read,*
ability score does encourage greater depth of reading.
See Table 20,

Table 20

DIFEPERENCES IN RE&DING DEPTH IN TWO TEST ARTICLES
WITH DIFFERENT FIESCH REJWABILITY SCORES

Article AU More than Beginning None Any Part More- Than Oncealt Only

Cent of Read

73

65 22.5 12.5 0

be noted t only 6 per cent of the readers
who received article A, the difficult version, read all of
it. On the other hand, 83.3 per cent of readers receiving
article B, the easy version, read all of It. The differ
ence of 18.3 per cent is a significant point In favor of
readability principles.

Similar tendencies were noted throughout the full
raxe of the reading depth scale set up for the test. This
indicates that use of readability rinciplea can be ex-
pected to promote reater depth of readIng.



Ease Preferences

Do readers actually notice a once in ease of
ng when the Fleech readability score is improved?
rs to reading ease judgment questions indicate the
Readers or the Oregon Agricultural Situation and Out"

look circular were asked to Judge the reading ease of the
test article, placing it as easy, about .vorage, or hard
reading. A marked preference for version B was apparent.

A majority or readers Judging version A of the teat
story classified it as "about average", Most of the
readers judging version B of the at story rated it
reading". See Table 21.

Table

DLERENCRS IN REAI)ING EASE J OGMENTS BY READERS
OF TEST ARTICL3 IN "OREGON AGRICUIINIRAL

SITUATION AND QIJTLOO" CIRCUL&R

Readers Rating Article

I?4

These result. point up still further the practical
value of readability jz'inciples. rfha preponderance of
readers judging version B as "easy reading" might be an
indication of better general understanding. In other

Article Easy Reading About Average Hard Reading

27.6 52 5
B 73 3. 24.4
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readers are more likely to rate something eaay"
hen they feel that they have understood it.

Readers also were asked whether they noticed a differ-
ence in style or writing between the test article and other
articles in the circular. More than 70 per cent of those
reading version B said they noticed a different style end
a3.l indicated a preference for the style of the test

le.
Only 45 per cent of the readers receiving the diff 1-

cult version noted a difference In style. This was
expected because the style of the difficult test article
differed lees from the rest of the circular than did the
style of the simpler test article.

Sixty'eeven per cent of those noting a difference in
style between the difficult version end the rest of the
circular expressed a. preference for the test article style.
If accurate, this could offset some of the advantage
apparently held by the more readable version. There is
some indication, however, that readers may have adjusted
heir' answers to conform to what they believed was desir'ed

that is, an awareness of style difference.
Kost significant figure in this phase of the prefer-

ence test is the difference between percentages of readora
ting variance in style. Twenty-five per cent more 4*-
ted the difference between the easy version and the rest
the circular.
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While not a thoroughly conclusive sample of reader
opinion, these figures do suggest that a large segment of

the agricultural reading public probably prefers the simple
human style of writing created by adherence to Fleech read-
ability principles.

Reader Preferences on Use
of Statietial Data

Because numerical data are so much a part of economic
writing that they frequently dominate it, readers were
asked to state their preferences on volume of use and
method of presentation.

The contention of some persons that economists use

too many numbers in writing for the public was strengthened
by replies to the question on volume of statistical data.
1'orty-six per cent of those replying said they thought

economists generally Uae too many figures in their writin
About 48 per cant said they believe the volume of figures
in economic writing is just about right. Only about 6 per
cent thou.t economists use too few figures.

A second question on use of numerical data was aimed

at learning something about reader preferences for various
methods of presentation. Readers were asked whether they

preferred to see figures in written text, in charts
graphs, or in tables.

The highest percentage, 40.2, expressed a preference



fox" charts and graphs. Rating next with the readers were
numbers worked into the text. Tables rated lowest. A,

small percentage had no preference. See Table 22.

Table 22

READER PREFERENCES ON METHOD OF PRESENTING
NUMERICAL L*TA IN ECONOMIC WRITING
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Statisti0øl data and statistical teehniques are in-
dispensable to economic writing. There is no doubt of
that. Reader preference results idieate a need, however,
for serious thought about volume and method of presentation
in inormation written for the public.

The ordinary reader usually is not interested in

straight tabular material simply because he does not care
to take the time necessary to study it. This is borne out
by the decided favoritism for textual and graphic presenta-
tion over tables. The beet approach, according to some
studies, is a combination of all methods, with emphasis de-
pending on the material to be presented and the audience
for which it is designed.

Method of
Presentation

Per Cent of Readers
Indicating Preference

In Text 58 6
In Tables 1.8.5

In Charts or Graphs 40.2
*0 Preference 4.9



CHAPPER VI

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

When all pieces of the appraisal are fitted into posi-
tion, some general conclusions can be developed regarding
readability of economic writing published by colleges for
agricultural readers These conclusions, in turn, point
the way to a few suggestions for achieving better read-
ability in economic Writing.

Obviously there is no simple solution to some of the
basic problems inherent in economic writing, but results of
the various tests used for this apraieal are evidence of a
need for closer attention to thie phase of the mrk of
college agricultural economists.

Summary arid Conclu

Economic information for failmers and other agri-

cultural readers occupies a position of considerable impor-
tance in the over-all agricultural picture. Because of its
importance, attention should be paid to readability as a
easure of the effectiveness of the information.

Certain characteristics of economies complicate
the job of writing for the general agricultural public.
intangible subject matter, unpredictable human behavior,
and a multitude of dyn*ie forces operating at cross pur-
poses sic prominent among factors which cannot be measured



by readability formulas. Yet they constitute a very re
influence on economic writing habits. The author recog-
nised these roblema, but believes emphasis on readability
principles would help minimize their effect.

3, The author is convinced that the bulk of economic

ing by college agricultural economists should be

slanted for various seente of the general agricultural

public. There is evidence that some information has been

misdirected, largely as a result of confused objectives.

A reevaluation of writing aims by college agricultural

economists could correct this situation.

Economic information published by lend grant in-

stitutions selected for the appraisal is believed typical

of the general r'ane of material written by agricultural

economists throughout the nation. Results of teats made on

this sample may be applied, in a general way, to st

economic writing for agricultural readers in the United

States.

Fleeeh reading ease tests of irregular and rag

economic publications are evidence that the readability

level of the bulk of economic writing for agricultural

readers is not consistent with reading ability of tb
potential reader audience. Results of the tests show that

irregular publications, primarily research reports, are too

difficult for comfortable reading by the average farm

adult. The tendency is less siguificent in regular
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publications, but still constitutes a readability iroblem.
The difficulty 18 largely the result of aentoos that are
too long for easy reading arid words that are too complex
for easy understanding.

Fleech human interest tests of bOth irregular and
regular economic publications show a strong tendency on

the part or economists to write from the impersonal view-
point. This is manifeatod in extremely low human interest
scores which indicate that the general run of publications
lack any significant reader appeal beyond that inherent in
the subject matter. Since human interest is an indirect
measure of reading difficulty, the low scores may be re-
garded as added evidence that most economic writing for

agriculture is too difficult for the average reader.
Regular economic publications of land grant

collsgea we generally more readable than irregular publi-
cations. This was brought out by read1n ease and human

interest scores, both of which average btgher for regular
publications than for irregular publications. One reason

may be the fact that authors of regular publications have
more interest in and greater opportunity to develop good
writing techniques.

Value of applying readability techniques to
economic information was demonstrated still further by the
reader Ereferenoe test. Readers responding to the ques-
tionnaire reported a preference for a writing style



combining short sentences, 8iinple worcia and a moderate

degree of human interest, as compared to a style tpioal of
much current economic writing. Answers to a question ask-
ing for a judent of reading ease of test material in-
dicated that roadors notice a difference and react favor-
ably when information is made more readable and interest'-
ing.

Readers also read more when writing atyie was
deai.ed to facilitate comfortable reading. In practical
terms, this means that improved readability not only is
likely to attract new readers, but also may cause moat

readers to road more of what is written.
$tatiatica or figuros should be held to a minimum

in economic information for the public, according to

results of the reader poll. Nearly half of the readers
responding thought economists use too many figures.

ii. Reader preferences also indicated that figures
ehou]4 be presented in chart or graph form if possible,
with textual explanation as second choice. Tables should
be simplified and limited in number when used with inforina-
tion for the general public.

Re oommendat tone

suits of the appraisal lead to a few general recoin-

mendationa which the. author believes *,uld improve read-
ability and hence effectiveness of economic writing. Most



of the reooimnendatlons apply prelmariiy to information

written for general public consumption. With some ndifi-

cation1 they are equally acceptable for technical preserita-
tion.

Reevaluate Wiitin Alma

A definite need exists for a re-evaluation by profes
elonal economists of their aims arid objectives in writing.
Should they be writing for the public, which includes
readers with limited education or should audiences be more
selective? Answers to such ouestlons would clarify the
problem for many economists.

Express, not Impress

When writing for the public, professional reputation
motives should be subordinated to expressive writing. In
other words, writing to impress other economists is gener-
ally not conducive o readability. If simple expression
of ideas is kept as the foremost purpose of wrIting, a good
part of the battle against low readabillty is won. It
should be remembered that the only reason for tllthg the
public about economic developments is to enable the reader
to make use of te ln.formation.



When people, rather than Inanimate objects, are made
the subjects of sentnoes, reader Interest is increased.
Peol. like to road about other people. The Interested
reader nearly always understands better and remembers
longer than the disinterested reader. All social studies
are studies of human behavior. Economists ean write about
that behavior in their particular field to advantage.
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Reduc Modification and He

Economists are noted for their inclination to qualify
and hedge. Psychologists say that suoh devices cause SU3

pension of judgment aa to the outcome of the sentence, and
therefore Increase reading difficulty. The author recom-

mends elimination of all hedging and modification except
that which is absolutely needed to convey aecurato meaning1

Eliminate Unnecessary Detail

One cause of reading difficulty is submersion or main
ideas In a mass of detati. When unneceaary details are
eliminated, important ideas stand out clearly. It is
always better to make a single point well than to make
several points poorly, This can be largely accontlisbed
by cutting out extra wordage. The result is shorter sen
tences which raise reading ease.

P.: onalize



Substitute Simplicit for Comlexi

The simplest lariguao is always beet if the ideas are
adult. Short sentences that p'esent only one idea are a
help. Subetitution of the simple word for the complex is
another aid. For example, "use" for "utilization" or
"equal" for "equivalent" are good word substitutions. Some

readers are defeated by their poor vocabularies even before
they get to the job of unraveling long sentences.

Give Economists More Training in writi

One of the most useful roe mr'mdat1ons that can be

ado pertaining to readability of economio irAformation is
that economists be given an opportunity to learn to wr
For undergraduates, this migb.t take the form of a special
course in adapting technical information for the public.
For professional economists, a series of seminar die-
cussions, led by a trained writer, might prove helpful.

ate Readin8 Audiences I
Basic Economic Principles

The average potential reader for economic information
has lIttle knowledge of economic principles. If he had
such knowledge, the problem of low readability might not
be so serious. A long-'time educational program in economic

fundamentals, starting in high schools, might be an

eventual so lut ioz
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oflO3UlSta AbOut tke
Value of Readable Writtn

Before econoio ting can be made
economists must be made awam o; the benefits
eadabil I ty.
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APPENDIX B

TESr ARTICLE, ERSI0N A

WATCH U.S. CORN CROP AND INCREASE PROFITS
FROM YOUR FEED GRAINS

Althouah corn is a relatively minor crop in Oregon,
the volume of corn production throughout the nation is of
tremendous importance in deterin.triing the over-all teedgrain market picture. Variations in the size of the corn
crop affect corn prices and prices of other feed grains areolosel related to them. Last year's corn crop was thesmallest in four years, being less than Z billion bush.ls.

Developments during the past marketing season indicatethat it would have been advisable to delay noveinent ofbarley and oats to market instead of selling immediatelyfollowing harvest operations. It appears that the prin-cipal reason operators profited from delaying the marketingof barley and oats was the stimulating effect the limited
1951 corn crop had on prices of other grains. Thø alert
producers of secondary feed grains such as barley and oatshave accumulated additional returns through close observa-tion of the situation in corn production. Statistics areavailable in the August, September, and October crop re-porte which provide valuable information concerning timingof buying and selling operations with feed grains. Addi-tional factors must be considered, including volume of live-stock being fed, consumption rate of feed grains, signifi-
cant business activity, and other relevant conditions, buthe corn crop is the dominating influence on supply and
requires close attention during the fall months.

Conditions affecting grain markets are reported weeklyin Grain Market Reviews issued by the Extension Service and
are broadcast over KOAC between 7:15 and 7:30 Friday even-ings as well as being mailed to other radio stations, news-
papers, County Exnsion Aenta, and others who requestthem.

Apparently the critical figure to consider in relationto the national corn crop this year will be 3-1/3 billionbushels, with a crop in excess of this figure indicative of
probably weak market activity With respect to feed grains.A majority of marketing analysts, in this event, would un-doubtedly advise early seaion sale of oats and barley and,by the same reasoning, probably would suggest purchasingfeed as the need warrants.
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Should the national corn crop remain below 3-1/3billion bushels, markets may be expected to hold relative
steady throughout the harvest period and exhibit signs of'
strength in subsequent months. Farm operators probably
vu]d profit in this case by proceeding vi.h caution incompleting the sale of feed grains, although the possi-bility of regulatory ceilings at the parity level must betaken Into consideration.

Production of corn is relatively limited in Oregon,but where comparatively high yields are poaiblo It mightprove to be a profitable enterprise on farms where a eul-tivated crop is desired in a rotation plan arid, the opera-tor nialntaj na lives took to consume it.



APPENDIX C

TEST ARTICL&. VERSION 3

WATCH tLS. COHN CROP AND INCREASE PROFITS
FROM YOUR FEED GRAINS

You may mt grow corn, but if you buy or sell feed
grains you'd better keep your eye on this crop. Oregon's
crop is small, but corn is the national feed king. Itrules the feed grain markets.

Feed grain prices often go up and down with the size
of the nation's corn crop. The 1951 crop was the smallestin four years. When crop reporters finished adding it up,they were a little shy of 3 bilLion bushels. That's about
20 per cent lower than the record 1948 crop. This 1-s one
reason you have found higher prices on feed grains in
recent months.

By now you know it was good business to hold barley
and oats last fall rather than sell at harvest time. Ph.small corn crop was the big reason the fellows that heldtheir grain profited. Some of them probably kept a sharp
eye on the corn crop.

This year you might try that sistem. Take a look at
the August, September, and October crop reports for ideason when to buy and sell your feed grains. Of course,
you'll need to checc on other factors too. Numbers of
animals being fed, the rate feed grains are being used,
buainesa conditions and other things are important. Butthe corn crop is the big factor on the supply aide. It's
the most important one to watch during fall montha.

Weekly reports on conditions affecting ihe grain msz'keta are issued by the Extension Service. They're called
Grain Market Reviews and are broadcast Friday evenings
between 7:15 and ':30 over KOAC. In case you don't bear
KOAC broadcasts, listen to your local raLto station, look
at your newspaper or check with your County Extension
Agent. Moat of them receive copies of Grain Market Reviewsby mail. Farmers and others can get coDies too if they
request them.

The critical number to watch on corn this year is3'.1/3 billion bushels, say persona who are sut,poaed to
know. They figure you can count on weak and slow marketsfor feed grains if the crop goes above that figure. If
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this happens, you should se 
your feed as you need it. 

If the corn crop falls below 3-1/3 billion bushels, 
the forecasters 'edict less than usual market decline at 

harvest time. They also wuld expect a stronger market 
during the last half of the year. In this case, don't be 

in a hurry to sell, but don't wait too long. Ceilings can 
go on at parity. 

While we're on the subject of corn, let's not forget 
that it has a place on some Oregon farms If you need a cultivated crop for rotation and figure you can get a good 

yield, corn is a good bet. Of course it's better to feed it to livestock than to try to sell it for cash. Think it 
over. Maybe you '11 want to try sone this year. 

and barley ear 



You've probably noticed that many authorities usefigures in their writing. On the babis of all of the
econome mated. lal you normaliy read, would you say theyused: TOO MANY FL-UBES, ABOUT RIJHT , TOO FEW
Which way do you prefer to see figures? IN TABLES____IN CHARTS OR GRAPHS, OR IN THE ¶EXT_____

Do you have any specific suggestions for improvingeconomic writing?
What is your occupation?

12 you are a f armor, what are your major products?
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APPENDIX I)

READER PREFERENCE QUES ONNAIRE

Have read the Oregon Aricu1tura1 Situation and Outlookcircular as riormaii would? If so, you aié ready toanswer our questions. Please remember that the success ofthis test depends on getting your frank answers. Wetre notlooking for a pat on the back--just ways to improve eco1ewriting. One more thing..-jt's important that you give usyour answers without referring ok to the circular. Justcheck the answer that applies. You need not sign your nie.
1. Did you notice the article in the right hand column ofpa,e one of the circular beaded "Watch U.S. Corn Cropand. increase Profits from Your Feed Grains"? YES NO

If you saw the article, how much of it did you read?ALL, MORE THAN HALF, JUST THE BEGINNING, NONE,.

If you read any of the article, did you read any part
more than once? YESJ, NO, WHAT PART *

In general, how would you rate the corn article as toease of reading? EASY READING, AVERAGE, HARD

Did you notice any particular difference between theway the corn article and other artic].s were written?
YES ,NO

If so, which way do you prefer? CORN ARTICLE
OTHER STYLE.

Briefly, what is th main reason for your preference?




